Smart Buildings Meet the Smart Grid: Markets, Trends & Enabling Technologies 2015 to 2020

Description: This Report is a NEW 2016 Definitive Resource for Energy Software in Smart Buildings (comprised of Enterprise Energy Management, BECS Supervisory Software and Smart Building to Smart Grid Interface Software) Market Research & Investment Analysis.

The Harmonization of the Energy & Buildings Markets has begun! Energy and buildings markets are beginning the tricky process of harmonization as major global firms look to capitalise on opportunities surrounding smart grids and distributed energy.

We see the combined market for Energy Software in Smart Buildings (comprised of Enterprise Energy Management, BECS Supervisory Software and Smart Building to Smart Grid Interface Software) rising to nearly $10Bn by 2020, with related software on the Smart Grid side growing at a healthy 12% CAGR to nearly $2bn by 2020.

Why do you Need this Report?

- Gain insightful information about this business for your strategic planning exercises across different energy software — Enterprise Energy Management Software, BECS Supervisory Software and Smart Building to Smart Grid Interface Software.
- Understand how technology is influencing the Smart Building industries future and the effect it will have on your business and investments.
- Discover the valuations paid for Smart Building Energy Software companies. What is driving M&A and Investment in the Energy Software business?

North America Leads the Way on Demand Response: North America leads the way in terms of smart building to smart grid software sales with some 70% of the overall market, thanks to a pioneering approach to demand response and a conducive policy environment; But other regions are catching up to the possibilities and their access to quality data is being boosted by government mandated smart meter rollouts.

Who Should Buy this Report?

The information contained in this report will be of value to all those engaged in managing, operating and investing in energy software companies (and their advisors) around the world. In particular those wishing to acquire, merge, sell or find alliance partners will find it particularly useful.
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